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AbstratWe investigate two di�erent notions of \size" whih appear naturally inStatistial Learning Theory. We present quantitative estimates on the fat-shattering dimension and on the overing numbers of onvex hulls of sets offuntions, given the neessary data on the original sets. The proofs we presentare relatively simple sine they do not require extensive bakground in onvexgeometry.
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1 IntrodutionConvexity plays an important role in mahine learning. Its signi�ane an be seenin both sides of the learning game. Firstly, from the pratitioner's point of view,minimizing empirial risks is muh easier when the lass is onvex. Seondly, fromthe theoretial standpoint, the sample omplexity needed for agnosti learning isonsiderably smaller for onvex lasses [8, 10℄. On the other hand, if the originallass one is interested in happens to be non-onvex, taking the onvex hull inreasesthe size of the lass and it is not lear whether this is worth the e�ort, sine thebene�ts of learning from a onvex lass might be negligible ompared to the prieone has to pay for using the muh larger lass. Thus, it is natural to ask \how large"an a onvex hull of a given lass be? We shall present an answer with respet to twoimportant parameters whih measure the size of a lass: the overing numbers andthe fat-shattering dimension. The estimates on the overing numbers we presentare not new. The bound we establish has reently appeared in [3℄. The main reasonwe hose to present an alternative proof is beause the one in [3℄ uses very deepresults in the loal theory of Banah spaes, hene it is less aessible to the nonexpert reader. The proof we present here is self ontained and (almost) does notassume any prior knowledge. Moreover, our method of proof enables one to providea bound on the onstants appearing in the estimate, whih is almost impossible inthe proof presented in [3℄.The upper bound on the fat-shattering dimension of the onvex hull of a lassuses a notion originating from Banah spaes theory alled type. This is a propertyof some Banah spaes whih appears naturally when trying to ompute the fat-shattering dimension of linear funtionals [6, 9℄. The path we take is as follows: webegin by improving the known upper bounds on the fat-shattering dimension of thefuntionals fx�j kx�k � 1g (de�ned below) when onsidered as funtions on the unitball of the spae. It turns out that the linear fat shattering dimension is determinedby the type of the Banah spae. We use this fat to prove the results regarding thefat-shattering dimension of a onvex hull of a general lass. To that end, we embedboth the lass and the shattered set into two �nite dimensional Banah spaes,where the dimension of the spaes is the size of the shattered set. The unit ball ofthe �rst spae is the symmetri onvex hull of the n-tuples �f(!i)�ni=1 where f 2 Fand (!i)ni=1 is the shattered set. The seond Banah spae is the dual spae to the�rst. It is possible to show that the fat-shattering dimension of a given lass isthe same as the linear fat-shattering dimension of the image of (!i)ni=1 in the dualspae. Therefore, it is possible to bound the fat-shattering dimension using \linear"methods. 2



The artile is divided to two main setions. In setion 2 we prove the ov-ering numbers estimate. Setion 3 is devoted to the investigation of the linearfat-shattering dimension and the fat-shattering on onvex hulls.We end this introdution with some basi results, de�nitions and notation.Given a Banah spae X, the dual of X, denoted by X�, onsists of all thebounded linear funtionals on X, endowed with the normkx�kX� = supkxkX=1 jx�(x)j :We denote the unit ball of X by B(X) and the dual unit ball by B(X�). If 1 � p <1, let `np be Rn equipped with the norm kxkp = �Pni=1 jxijp�1=p and set `n1 to beRn with respet to the sup norm.Given a set A, let A be its omplement, set jAj to be its ardinality and denote itsharateristi funtion by �A. If A and B are sets, let A+B = fa+bja 2 A; b 2 Bg.For any probability measure � on a measurable spae (
;�), let E � denote theexpetation with respet to �. Lp(�) is the set of funtions whih satisfy E� jf jp <1and set kfkLp(�) = (E jf jp)1=p. Given I � 
, L1(I) is the spae of bounded funtionson I, with respet to the norm kfk1 = sup!2I jf(!)j. For every ! 2 
 let Æ! be thepoint evaluation funtional, i.e., for every funtion f on 
, Æ!(f) = f(!). We denoteby �n an empirial measure supported on a set of n points, hene, �n = 1nPni=1 Æ!i .If jIj = n and �n is the empirial measure supported on I, we denote L1(I) byL1(�n).Throughout this paper, all absolute onstants are denoted by C or . Theirvalues may hange from line to line or even within the same line.The following are the de�nitions of well known ombinatorial parameters whihare often used in learning theory.De�nition 1.1 Let F be a lass of f0; 1g-valued funtions on a spae 
. We saythat F shatters f!1; :::; !ng � 
, if for every I � f1; :::; ng there is a funtion fI 2 Ffor whih fI(!i) = 1 if i 2 I and fI(!i) = 0 if i 62 I. LetV C(F;
) = supnjAj ���A � 
; A is shattered by Fo:V C(F;
) is alled the VC dimension of F .It is possible to use a parametri version of the VC dimension, alled the fat-shattering dimension. 3



De�nition 1.2 For every " > 0, a set A = f!1; :::; !ng � 
 is said to be "{shatteredby F if there is some funtion s : A! R, suh that for every I � f1; :::; ng there issome fI 2 F for whih fI(!i) � s(!i) + " if i 2 I, and fI(!i) � s(!i)� " if i 62 I.Let fat"(F;
) = supnjAj ���A � 
; A is "�shattered by Fo:The set �si� = �s(!i)� is alled a witness to the shattering and for every I �f1; :::; ng we all fI the shattering funtion of the set I.If (X; d) is a metri spae and if F � X, denote by N("; F; d) the minimalnumber of open balls with radius " > 0 (with respet to the metri d) needed toover F . The numbers N("; F; d) are alled the overing numbers of F . A set A � Xis said to be an "-over of F if the union of open balls Sa2AB(a; ") ontains F . Inases where the subset F is obvious, we denote the overing numbers by N("; d).In ases where the metri is lear we denote the overing numbers by N("; F ). Thelogarithm of the overing numbers of a set is sometimes alled the entropy of theset.A set is alled "-separated if the distane between any two elements of the setis larger than ". Set D("; F ) to be the maximal ardinality of an "-separated set inF . It is easy to see that N("; F ) � D("; F ) � N("=2; F ).The following result, whih is due to Alon, Ben-David, Cesa-Bianhi and Haussler[1℄, enables one to estimate the L1(�n) overing numbers of lasses in terms of thefat-shattering dimension.Theorem 1.3 Let F be a lass of funtions from 
 into [0; 1℄ and set d = fat"=4(F ).Then, for every empirial measure �n on 
,D�"; F; L1(�n)� � 2�4n"2 �d log�en=(d")�:In the sequel, we require several de�nitions originating in the theory of Banahspaes. For the basi de�nitions we refer the reader to [12℄ or [14℄.Let K be a bounded, onvex symmetri subset of Rn whih has a nonemptyinterior. One an de�ne a norm on Rn whose unit ball is K. This is done using theMinkowski funtional on K, whih is denoted by k kK, and given bykxkK = infft > 0jt�1x 2 Kg:It is possible to show that ifK � `n2 is a onvex, symmetri with a nonempty interiorthen k kK is indeed a norm and K is its unit ball. Set k kK� to be the dual normto k kK . 4



De�nition 1.4 If F is a bounded subset of `n2 , letF o = fx 2 `n2 j supf2F ��
f; x��� � 1g;where 
�;�� is the inner produt in `n2 . The set F o is alled the polar of F .For any set F , let absonv(F ) be its symmetri onvex hull. Formally,absonv(F ) = f nXi=1 aifijn 2 N ; fi 2 F; nXi=1 jaij = 1g:It is easy to see that F o = �absonv(F )�o and that if G � F then F o � Go.Note that F o is the unit ball of the norm k kK�, where K = absonv(F ).Given a lass F and an empirial measure �n, we endow Rn with the Eulideanstruture of L2(�n), whih is isometri to `n2 . Let F=�n be the image of F in L2(�n)under the inlusion operator, i.e.,F=�n = n nXi=1 f(!i)�f!igjf 2 Fo:Sine (n1=2�!i)ni=1 is an orthonormal basis of L2(�n), thenF=�n = nn� 12 nXi=1 f(!i)eijf 2 Fo:Throughout this paper, given an empirial measure �n, we denote by (ei)ni=1 theorthonormal basis of L2(�n) given by (n1=2�!i)ni=1.2 Entropy of onvex hulls of lassesIn this setion we provide estimates on the entropy of onvex hulls of lasses whenonsidered as subsets of L2 spaes. We divide our disussion into two parts. First,we deal with lasses of f0; 1g-valued funtions whih have a �nite VC dimension.Then, we investigate lasses of funtions with a uniformly bounded range for whihthe fat shattering dimension is polynomial in "�1.The path we take is rather general. We estimate the overing numbers of aonvex hull of a set, given that the overing numbers of the set itself are polynomialin "�1. We ombine this general result with well known bounds on the overingnumbers of lasses using the fat-shattering dimension, thus obtaining the desiredentropy estimate. 5



2.1 General EstimatesWe shall investigate two generi ases. The �rst is when N�"; F; L2(�)� = O("�p)for some p > 0, and the seond, (whih is more diÆult), when logN�"; F; L2(�)� =O("�p) for 0 < p < 2. The �rst ase was investigated by Dudley [4℄. He showed thatfor every Æ > 0, the log-overing numbers of the onvex hull of F are polynomial in"�1 with exponent Æ+2p(p+2)�1 . This result was improved independently by Van-der-Vaart and Wellner [15℄ and by Carl [2℄ who removed the superuous Æ. Thoseresults indiate that if N�"; F; L2(�)� � "�p for some  > 0 and p > 0, and if K isthe symmetri onvex hull of F , then the entropy integral R 10 log1=2N�";K; L2(�)�d"onverges. This fat is very signi�ant, sine this integral measures in some sensehow \large" the lass is. For example, lasses with bounded entropy integrals satisfythe uniform entral limit theorem (see [5℄ for more details).On the other hand, from the quantitative point of view, there were no estimateson the onstant C = C(; p) for whihlogN�";K; L2(�)� � C�1"� 2pp+2 :Thus, it is only natural to try and �nd the value of that onstant. Another naturalquestion whih Dudley's assertion raises is whether similar results may be obtainedeven when the overing numbers are onsiderably larger. For example, does theentropy integral of the symmetri onvex hull of F onverge if logN�"; F; L2(�)� =O("�p) for some 0 < p < 2. We present partial answers to both questions.Theorem 2.1 Let � be a probability measure on 
. Assume F is a subset of theunit ball of L2(�) and set K to be the symmetri onvex hull of F .1. If N�"; F; L2(�)� � "�p for every " > 0, then there is an absolute onstant Csuh that for every " > 0,logN�";K; L2(�)� � C 2pp�1"� 2p2+p :2. If logN�"; F; L2(�)� � "�p for some 0 < p < 2 and every " > 0, there is someonstant C(p; ) (whih depends only on p and ), suh thatlogN�";K; L2(�)� � C(p; ) 1"2 log1� 2p 1":In partiular, the entropy integral of K onverges for p < 2=3.6



The laims of theorem 2.1 were reently published in [3℄, using very deep results inthe loal theory of Banah spaes. The signi�ane of the proof we present here isthe fat that it does not use the powerful mahinery of onvex geometry, hene, itis more aessible.We present a omplete proof of the seond laim. The proof of the �rst assertionfollows the same path and some of the details are omitted. Both proofs are based onthe an idea whih was used in [15℄, and if fat, the �rst laim follows from a arefulanalysis of the proof in [15℄.We shall require three preliminary results. The �rst result is due to B. Maurey[13℄, and is interesting by itself.Lemma 2.2 Let F � L2(�) be a set of n funtions and denote its diameter bydiam(F ). Then, for every " > 0,N�"diam(F ); onv(F ); L2(�)� � (e+ en"2) 2"2 :Let (Æi) be a positive sequene dereasing to 0 and set Fi to be an inreasing familyof sets, suh that for every i, Fi is a Æi-separated set in F whih is maximal withrespet to inlusion (i.e., eah Fi is Æi-separated and if Fi � A � F then A is notÆi-separated). Note that in our ase, eah one of the sets Fi is �nite.For every i > j and every x 2 Fi, let Pjx be a member of Fj whih is nearest tox and put Gij = fx� Pjx j x 2 Fig.Lemma 2.3 reveals our strategy: reate an inreasing family of sets whih forman inreasingly �ner approximation of F . It is possible to estimate the overingnumbers of the onvex hulls of the \�ner" sets using an estimate on the \oarser"sets.Lemma 2.3 For every i > j � 1 and every "; "0 > 0,onv(Fi) � onv(Fj) + onv(Gij [ f0g);and N("; onv(Fi)) � �1 + 4"0" �jFj jN�"0; onv(Fj)��e+ e jFij "216Æ2j �32Æ2j ="2:Proof: Clearly, the ardinality jGij [ f0gj � jFij�jFjj+1 and, sine Fj is a maximalÆj-separated set in F , then for every x 2 F , kx� Pjxk � Æj.7



Set Fi = fx1; :::; xjFijg and Fj = fx1; :::; xjFj jg � Fi. If z 2 onv(Fi), then thereare �i � 0 suh that PjFiji=k; �k = 1 andz = jFijXk=1 �kxk = jFj jXk=1 �kxk + jFijXk=jFj j+1�kPjxk + jFijXk=jFj j+1�k(xj � Pjxk) = z1 + z2where z1 2 onv(Fj) and z2 2 onv(Gij [ f0g). Hene,onv(Fi) � onv(Fj) + onv(Gij [ f0g)and the �rst assertion is veri�ed.It is easy to see that if A;B;C � L2(�) are suh that A � B+C, then for every"1; "2 > 0, N("1 + "2; A) � N("1; B) �N("2; C):Thus, by the �rst laim it follows thatN("; onv(Fi)) � N�"2 ; onv(Fj)� �N�"2 ; onv(Gij [ f0g)�: (2.1)To estimate the �rst term, note that span(Fj) an be isometrially embedded in`jFj j2 . Hene, the overing numbers of Fj in L2(�) and in `jFj j2 are the same. Let Bbe the unit ball in `jFj j2 . Using a straightforward volume estimate (see [12℄), one anshow that for every "; "0, N("2 ; "0B) � �1 + 4"0" �jFj j:Hene, N�"2 ; onv(Fj)� � N�"2 ; "0B��N�"0; onv(Fj)�� �1 + 4"0" �jFj j �N�"0; onv(Fj)�:As for the seond term in (2.1), sine diam(Gij [ f0g) � 2Æj and jGij [ f0gj � jFij,then by Lemma 2.2N�"2 ; onv�Gij [ f0g�� = N� "4Æj 2Æj; onv�Gij [ f0g��� �e+ e jFij "216Æ2j �32Æ2j ="2 :8



�As the next two tehnial results indiate, one has to selet an appropriate rateof deay of the \mesh" sequene (Æn) whih de�ne the inreasing family (Fn).Lemma 2.4 Let F be a subset of the unit ball in L2(�) and assume that there is aonstant  > 0, suh that for every " > 0,N�"; F; L2(�)� � �1"�p:Let Æn = 1=pn�1=p and set Fn to be as in Lemma 2.3. Then, there are boundedsequenes (Ak) and (Bk) suh that for every n and k,logN(Akn 12 Æn; onvFnk3p) � Bkn: (2.2)Moreover, there are absolute onstants A and B suh that for every k, Ak � 1=pAand Bk � Bp.Lemma 2.5 Let F be a subset of the unit ball of L2(�) and assume that there issome  > 0 suh that for every " > 0logN�"; F; L2(�)� � "�pfor some 0 < p < 2. Set Æn = 21=p log�1=p n, "n = n�1 log1=p n and let Fn be as inLemma 2.3. Then, there are sequenes (Ak) and (Bk) suh that for every integersn � 2 and k � 1 logN(Ak"n; onvF[nk� ℄) � Bk n2log 4p�1 n;where � = 4p=(2� p), supAk � A0p and supBk � B0p for some onstants A0p and B0pwhih depend only on p.We present a omplete proof to Lemma 2.5. The proof to Lemma 2.4 follows by asimilar argument. The idea behind the proof of Lemma 2.4 is due to Van-der-Vaartand Wellner [15℄. The quantitative estimate on the onstants does not appear inthat text, but may be derived by a lose analysis of the proof the authors present.Proof of Lemma 2.5: We use a nested indution argument. First, we prove ourlaim for k = 1 using indution on n. We then prove the laim for a general k forevery �xed n. 9



Reall that for every integer n, Fn is maximal Æn separated in F . ThusjFnj � N(Æn2 ; F ) � e(2=Æn)p = n:Let n0 � 4 be an integer suh that for every n � n0,dn2 e2log 4p�1dn2 e � 34 n2log 4p�1 n:Let k = 1 and 2 � n � 2n0 and set A1 = 2n0 log�1=p 2n0. Sine for suh a value ofn, A1"n � 1, only a single ball is required to over F and our laim follows.Next, let n > 2n0 and assume that for every 2 � m < n, logN(A1"m; Fm) �B1m2 log1�4=pm, where B1 is to be spei�ed later. We an apply Lemma 2.2 withi = n, j = dn=2e, " = A1"n and "0 = A1"dn=2e. It follows thatN�A1"; onv Fn� (2.3)� �1 + 4"dn2 e"n �dn2 e �N�A1"dn2 e; onvFdn2 e� � �e+ e jFnj "216Æ2j �32Æ2j ="2:A straightforward alulation shows that there is an absolute onstant C suh thatfor every integer n, "dn=2e"n � C; Æj"n � C 1p nlog 2p n:By the indution hypothesis and (2.3) there is a onstant C = C(p) suh thatlogN�A1"n; onvFn� � Cn+B1 dn2 e2log 4p�1dn2 e + C  2pn2log 4p n:By the seletion of n0, B1dn2 e2 log1� 4p dn2 e � 34B1n2 log1� 4p n;and thus, there is a onstant C(p; ) suh that if B1 = C(p; ) thenN(A1"n; onvFn) � B1n2 log1� 4p nas laimed. 10



Now, we �x some n � 2 and use indution with respet to k. Let i = [nk�℄and j = [n(k�1)� ℄. Note that jGij [ f0gj � [nk� ℄ and that diam(Gij [ f0g) � 2Æj =41=p log�1=p[n(k�1)� ℄. By Lemma 2.2,N�"nk2 ; onv(Gij [ f0g)� � N� "n2Æjk2diam(Gij [ f0g); onv(Gij [ f0g)� �� �e + e jGij [ f0gj "2n4k2Æ2j �8k2Æ2j ="2n:It is easy to see that there is some onstant C = C(p) suh thatk2Æ2j"2n =  2pk2log 2p [n(k�1)� ℄ � n2log 2p n � C  2pk2(k � 1) 2�p � n2log 4p nAlso, jGij [ f0gj "2nk2Æ2j � C nk�k2� 2�p � log 4p nn2 � C nk�k2� 2�p :Using the above estimates and the de�nition of � it follows thatlogN�"nk2 ; onv(Gij [ f0g)��C(p; ) n2log 4p�1 n � k2+� log k(k � 1) 2�p = C(p; ) n2 log kk2 log 4p�1 n:On the other hand, by the indution hypothesis,log�Ak�1"n; onv F[n(k�1)� ℄� � Bk�1 n2log 4p�1 n:Applying Lemma 2.3 and ombining the two overs, we obtain an Ak"n = (Ak�1 +1=k2)"n over of onv F[nk� ℄. Hene,log �Ak"n; onvF[nk� ℄� � �Bk�1 + C(p; ) log kk2 � n2log 4p�1 n:And our laim follows. It is important to note that the sequenes (Ak) and (Bk) arebounded by some onstant C = C(p; ). �11



Proof of Theorem 2.1: We begin with the proof of the �rst part of our theorem.Fix some integer n � 2 and let "n = 1=pn�1=2�1=p. By Lemma 2.4 it follows thatfor every integer k,logN(Ak"n; onv Fnk3p) � Bkn � Bpn = Bp� 1"n� 2p2+p :Sine for every k, A � Ak, thenlogN(A"n; onv Fnk3p) � logN(Ak"n; onv Fnk3p) � Bp� 1"n� 2p2+p :Taking k to in�nity, logN(A"n; onv F ) � Bp� 1"n� 2p2+p :The laim for a general " follows sine "n="n+1 is a bounded sequene.Turning to the seond assertion, aording to Lemma 2.5 and by the same argu-ment as above for every n � 2,logN(A0"n; onvF ) � B0 n2log 4p�1 n:Sine "n = n�1 log1=p n then n = "�1n log 1p n and n � C"n log 1p 1"n . Hene,logN(A0"n; onv F ) � B0 1"2n log1� 2p 1"nAgain, the laim follows sine "n="n+1 is a bounded sequene. �2.2 AppliationsWe shall present several examples whih are interesting from the mahine learningperspetive.One of the basi results regarding VC lasses is that the overing numbers ofsuh lasses in any L2(�) are polynomial in 1=" [7, 15℄:Theorem 2.6 Let F be a lass of f0; 1g-valued funtions suh that V C(F ) = d.Then, there is an absolute onstant C suh that for every probability measure � on
, N("; F; L2(�)) � Cd(4e)d"�2d. 12



Corollary 2.7 Assume that F is a f0; 1g-lass suh that V C(F ) = d. By theorem2.1 and theorem 2.6 for p = 2d and  = Cd(4e)d, and sine 2=p is bounded by someabsolute onstant, it follows thatlogN�"; onv(F ); L2(�)� � Cd�1"� 2d1+d ;where C is an absolute onstant.Next, we establish a similar estimate in the ase where the fat shattering dimen-sion satis�es fat"(F ) = O("�p) for some 0 < p < 2. It is possible to onnet the fatshattering dimension and the L2(�) overing numbers [11℄.Theorem 2.8 Let F be a lass of funtions into [0; 1℄. Then, for every 1 � p <1there is some onstant Cp suh that for every probability measure �,logN�"; F; L2(�)� � Cpfat "32 (F ) log2 �2fat "32 (F )" �:Corollary 2.9 Let F be a lass of funtions from 
 into [0; 1℄ and assume thatthere are  > 2 and 0 < p < 2 suh that fat"(F ) � "�p. Then, for every p0 > pthere is some onstant C = C(p; p0; ) suh that for every probability measure �,logN�"; onv(F ); L2(�)� � C 1"2 log1� 2p0 1" :3 Fat-shattering of onvex hullsIn this setion we investigate the fat-shattering dimension of onvex hulls. First,we show that in some sense, fat-shattering is equivalent to linear fat-shatteringdimension in an appropriate Banah spae (Lemma 3.1). Then, we present an upperbound on the linear fat-shattering dimension in Banah spaes using their type (seede�nition below). Finally, we show that absonv(F=�n) may be approximated bya set G whih has almost the same fat-shattering dimension as absonv(F=�n) butGo has a relatively small type onstant.Similar to what was done in previous setions, we endow Rn with the Eulideanstruture of L2(�n) and denote by (ei) the orthonormal basis in L2(�n).The next lemma is straightforward and its proof is omitted.Lemma 3.1 Let S = f!1; :::; !ng be a sample and let �n be the empirial measuresupported on S. 13



1. If S is shattered by F then the set fpne1; :::;pneng � (F=�n)o is shattered byF=�n.2. If S is "-shattered by F then fpne1; :::;pneng � (F=�n)o is "-shattered byF=�n.Reall the de�nition of the Rademaher type of a Banah spae:De�nition 3.2 A Banah spae X has Rademaher type p if there is some C suhthat for every integer n and every x1; :::; xn 2 X,E  nXi=1 "ixi � C� nXi=1 kxikp�1=p; (3.1)where ("i) are independent Rademaher random variables (i.e., symmetri f�1; 1g-valued). The best onstant for whih (3.1) holds is alled the Rademaher p-typeonstant of X, and is denoted by Tp(X).3.1 The fat-shattering dimension in of linear funtionalsTheorem 3.3 Let X be a Banah spae whih has type p for some 1 < p � 2 witha type onstant Tp(X). Thenfat"�B(X�); B(X)� � �Tp(X)" � pp�1 :Proof: Assume that the set fx1; :::; xng � B(X) is "-shattered by B(X�) and setfs1; :::; sng to be a witness to the shattering. Let I � f1; :::; ng and set x�I to be thefuntional shattering the set I. Note that if i 2 I thenx�I(xi)� x�I(xi) � si + "� (si � ") = 2";and if i 2 I, x�I(xi)� x�I(xi) � si + "� (si � ") = 2":Thus, �Xi2I xi �Xi2I xi� = supx�2B(X�) �����x��Xi2I xi �Xi2I xi������� 12 supx�;~x�2B(X) �����x��Xi2I xi �Xi2I xi�� ~x��Xi2I xi �Xi2I xi������ = (�)14



Seleting x� = x�I and ~x� = x�I,(�) � 12 �����x�I�Xi2I xi �Xi2I xi�� x�I�Xi2I xi �Xi2I xi������= 12 �����Xi2I �x�I(xi)� x�I(xi)�+Xi2I�x�I(xi)� x�I(xi)������� 12�2" jIj+ 2" jIj� = "n:Now, we an use the type property to establish an upper bound for an appropriatesubset I whih will be seleted randomly. Indeed, sine X has type p and sinekxik � 1 then E  nXi=1 "ixi � Tp(X)� nXi=1 kxikp) 1p � Tp(X)n 1p :Thus, there is a realization of the random variables ("i) for whih this inequalityholds. Let I = fij"i = 1g. Then,Xi2I xi �Xi2I xi � Tp(X)n 1p :Thus, n" � Tp(X)n1=p and our laim follows. �Remark 3.4 It is possible to show that this bound is tight [9℄. Indeed, one an showthat if p� = supfpjX has type pg then for every " > 0,�1"� p�p��1 � 1 � fat"�B(X�); B(X)�:This implies that if X is a Hilbert spae then for every " > 0,� 1"2�� 1 � fat"�B(X�); B(X)� � � 1"2�:3.2 Covering numbers and type onstantsIn order to bound the type-2 onstant of (F=�n)o, we shall use a ombination of twofats. The �rst, whih is the only non elementary fat we require, is an estimate on15



T2(`n1). It is possible to show [14℄ that there are absolute onstants  and C suhthat for every integer n,(1 + logn)1=2 � T2(`n1) � C(1 + logn)1=2: (3.2)The seond fat we shall use is that if the ardinality of F is small then F o an beisometrially embedded into `n1 for a relatively small n.Lemma 3.5 Let F � `n2 be a �nite set. Then F o an be isometrially embeddedinto `jF j1 .Proof: Let F = ff1; :::; fmg and de�ne T : (Rn ; k kF o)! `jF j1 by Tx� = �x�(f)�mi=1.Then, for every x� 2 RnkTx�k`jF j1 = sup1�i�m jx�(fi)j = kx�kF o ;implying that T is an isometry. �This fat is very useful from our point of view, sine F=�n are relatively smallsets. In the real valued ase, the L1(�n) overing numbers of F may be boundedusing fat"(F ) (theorem 1.3), whereas for VC lasses, one may use the followingversion of Sauer's Lemma [15℄:Lemma 3.6 There is an absolute onstant C suh that if F is a lass of f0; 1gvalued funtions on 
 with V C(F ) = d, then for every empirial measure �n,jF=�nj � Cnd.To simplify notation, given a lass F and a �xed empirial measure �n, let K be thesymmetri onvex hull of the set F=�n and F o = (F=�n)o. It is interesting to notethat the type-2 onstants of (F=�n)o haraterize VC lasses.Theorem 3.7 Let F be a lass of f0; 1g-valued funtions. Then, F is a VC lassif and only if there is some onstant C > 0 suh that for every integer n and everyempirial measure �n, T2�(F=�n)o� � C(1 + logn)1=2.Proof: Note that if V C(F ) = d then by Sauer's Lemma there is an absoluteonstant C suh that jF=�nj � Cnd. Hene, F o an be isometrially embedded in`Cnd1 . It follows that T2(F o) � C(1 + d logn)1=2 as laimed.Conversely, assume that there is a onstant C suh that for every integer nand every empirial measure �n, T2(F o) � C(1 + logn)1=2. Let S = f!1; :::!ng be16



shattered by F and set �n to be an empirial measure supported on S. By the �rstpart of lemma 3.1 and theorem 3.3,n � fat1(F o; F ) � C(T 22 (F o) + 1) � C(1 + logn);implying that V C(F;
) <1. �Remark 3.8 The proof of theorem 3.7 implies that if F is a f0; 1g lass suh thatsup�n T2(F o) = o(n) then F is a VC lass.Note that the upper bound on T2(F o) an not be signi�antly improved. Indeed,let F be the set of harateristi funtions of intervals [�1; a℄ for a 2 (�1; 1℄. Thus,V C(F ) = 1 and for every non degenerate empirial measure �n of [�1; 1℄,F=�n = n(1; 0; :::; 0); (1; 1; 0; :::; 0); :::(1; 1; :::; 1)o:Therefore, (F=�n)o is isometri to `n1 and T2�(F=�n)o� = C(1 + logn)1=2.Also, Theorem 3.7 does not apply to lasses whih are not f0; 1g-valued lasses.For example, let 
 = B(`p) for some 1 < p < 2 and F = B(`q) where p�1+ q�1 = 1.For every i denote by ei the i-th unit vetor in `p. Given an integer n, let �n bethe empirial measure supported on fe1; :::; eng � B(`p). It is easy to see thatF=�n = n�1=2B(`nq ). Therefore, F o is isometri to `np and T2(F o) � n 1p� 12 (see [14℄).Finally, we shall estimate the fat-shattering dimension of the onvex hull of alass F using the L1(�n) overing numbers of F .We introdue the following notation. Given a lass F , an integer n, 1 � p � 1and " > 0, let Np(n; ") = supm�n sup�m N�"; F; Lp(�m)�:Thus, Np(n; ") is the supremum of the "-overing numbers of F in empirial Lpspaes, where the empirial measure is supported on at most n elements of 
.Theorem 3.9 Let F be a lass of funtions whose range is a subset of [0; 1℄ and setK to be its onvex hull. Then, for every "; � > 0,fat2"+��K;
� � C�1 + logN1(n; 2")� 1� 2 :The following lemma indiates that an "-over of a set in L1 has essentially thesame fat-shattering dimension as the original set.17



Lemma 3.10 Let F be a lass of funtions into [0; 1℄ whih Æ-shatters the set A =f!1; :::; !ng, and let �n be the empirial measure on supported A. Assume that Æ > 2"and that H is an "-over of F=�n in L1(�n). Then, A0 = fpne1; :::;pneng � F ois (Æ� 2")-shattered by H, where the elements of H are viewed as linear funtionalson F o.Proof: By Lemma 3.1, A0 is Æ-shattered by F=�n and set (si) to be a witness to theshattering. Fix I � f1; :::; ng and let fI 2 F=�n to be the Æ-shattering funtionalon I. Put hI 2 H suh that kfI � hIkL1(�n) < ". Sine kpneikL1(�n) = 1 then forevery i 2 I 
hI ;pnei� = 
fI ;pnei�+ 
hI � fI ;pnei�� si + Æ2 � khI � fIkL1(�n) pneiL1(�n)� si + Æ2 � ";and in a similar fashion, if j 2 I then 
hI ;pnei� � si� Æ2+", and our laim follows.�Proof of Theorem 3.9: Fix " > 0 and � > 0, assume that A = f!1; :::; !ng is(2"+�)-shattered by K = onv(F ) and let �n be an empirial measure supported onA. Let H � F=�n be an "-over to F=�n in L1(�n) and set G to be the symmetrionvex hull of H. Clearly, jHj � N�2"; F=�n; L1(�n)�.SineH is an "-over of F=�n in L1(�n) then G is an "-over toK in L1(�n). ByLemma 3.10, if the set A is 2"+� shattered by K then the set A0 = fpne1; :::;pnengis � -shattered by G, when members ofG are viewed as linear funtionals on F o. Also,note that A0 � F o. Thus,n � fat��G; (pnei)ni=1� � fat� (G;F o):Sine H � F=�n, then by taking onvex hulls G � K. Using the properties ofthe polar, F o = Ko � Go, thus fat� (G;F o) � fat� (G;Go). By Lemma 3.5 there isan absolute onstant C suh thatT2(Go) � C(1 + log jHj) 12 � C�1 + logN�"; F=�n; L1(�n)�� 12 :Hene, by Theorem 3.3,fat� (G;Go) � C�1 + logN�"; F=�n; L1(�n)�� 1� 2 :18



Therefore, fat2"+��K;
� � C�1 + logN�"; F=�n; L1(�n)�� 1� 2 : �Applying the known bounds on the L1(�n) overing numbers in terms of theVC or the fat-shattering dimension we an establish the following estimate on thefat-shattering dimension of onvex hulls.Corollary 3.11 There is an absolute onstant C suh that for every f0; 1g-lass offuntions and every "; � > 0,fat2"+� (K;
) � C d� 2 log 2d� ;where K is the onvex hull of F and V C(F ) = d.Proof: By Sauer's Lemma, there is an absolute onstant C suh that for everyinteger n, logN1(n; ") � Cd logn. Fix "; � > 0 and let fat2"+� (K;
) = n. Bytheorem 3.9, n � Cd��2(1 + logn) and our laim follows. �It is possible to extend Corollary 3.11 and estimate the fat-shattering dimensionof the onvex hull of a lass using the fat-shattering dimension of the lass itself.Theorem 3.12 There is an absolute onstant C suh that for any lass F of fun-tions into [0; 1℄ and every "; � 2 (0; 1),fat2"+� (K;
) � C fat "2 (F;
)� 2 log2 2fat "2 (F;
)� 2"where K is the onvex hull of F .Proof: Set "; Æ 2 (0; 1) and let n = fat2"+�(K;
). By Lemma 1.3,logN1(n; 2") � Cfat "2 (F;
) log2 n" :By theorem 3.9 and sine n > 1 and " 2 (0; 1), there is an absolute onstant C suhthat n � C fat "2 (F;
)� 2 log2 n" :Hene, n � C fat "2 (F;
)� 2 log2�2fat "2 (F;
)� 2" �;and the laim follows. �19



Remark 3.13 Using a di�erent approah it is possible to improve Theorem 3.12when one has \global data" on the fat-shattering dimension of the lass. Indeed,if fat"(F ) = O("�p) for p 6= 2 then fat"�onv(F )� = O�"�maxf2;pg�. If p = 2 thenfat"�onv(F )� = O("�2 log4 1"). This result is demonstrated by analyzing the growthrate of the Rademaher averages assoiated with the lass (see [11℄ for further details.Referenes[1℄ N. Alon, S. Ben{David, N. Cesa{Bianhi, D. Haussler: Sale sensitive dimen-sions, uniform onvergene and learnability, J. of ACM 44, 4, 615{631, 1997.[2℄ B. Carl: Metri entropy of onvex hulls in Hilbert spaes, Bull. London Math.So., 29, 452{458, 1997[3℄ B. Carl, I.Kyrezi, A. Pajor: Metri entropy of onvex hulls in Banah spaes, J.London. Math. So. 60, 2, 871-896, 1999.[4℄ R.M. Dudley: Universal Donsker lasses and metri entropy, Annals of Proba-bility 15, 1306-1326, 1987.[5℄ R.M. Dudley: Uniform Central Limit Theorems Cambridge Studies in AdvanedMathematis 63, Cambridge University Press 1999[6℄ L. Gurvits: A note on the sale-sensitive dimension of linear bounded funtionalsin Banah spaes, NEC Res. Inst. Tehnial Report, 1997[7℄ D. Haussler: Sphere paking numbers for subsets of Boolean n-ube withbounded Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension, Journal of Combinatorial Theory A69, 217-232.[8℄ W.S.Lee, P.L. Bartlett, R.C. Williamson: The Importane of Convexity in Learn-ing with Squared Loss, IEEE Transations on Information Theory 44 5, 1974-1980,1998.[9℄ S. Mendelson: Learnability in Hilbert Spaes with Reproduing Kernels, to ap-pear in Journal of Complexity.[10℄ S. Mendelson: Learning relatively small lasses, preprint.[11℄ S. Mendelson: Rademaher averages and phase transitions in Glivenko-Cantellilasses, preprint. 20
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